AirShield
Aerosol Filtration System
Protect Your Patients,
Your Staff, and You!
AirShield is not just
another glorified ShopVac.
“I can’t imagine NOT using
AirShield now! It’s an
absolute game changer!”
- Jane Beeson, RDH
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FILM IS STILL ALIVE & WELL!
Film is best for your patient, provides more image detail, and saves you money!
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X-Ray Support is now ImageMax
Our Story:

X-Ray Support (XRS) began in 1985 as a service company. We provided a regular
maintenance and repair service for all brands of dental film processors to dental offices all
over the Pacific Northwest. Our business was built around replacing, what many felt, was
the worst job in the dental office - cleaning and maintaining the x-ray film processor!
XRS grew rapidly! Through our experience with traditional film processors, however,
it became clear that a different type of film processor was needed.
1998 We invented our ImageMax Film Processor. Designed without a mechanical film
transport system, ImageMax moves the chemistry, not the film. Our revolutionary,
non-mechanical approach to film processing
solved every major processor problem.
As a result, thousands of ImageMax
film processors have been sold in all
50 states and several foreign countries for more
than two decades!
2002 We formulated our own chemistry
specifically designed for our ImageMax
roller-less film processor. 2008 We started
selling our own brand of high quality film that
compares directly with Carestream.

ImageMax Processors all over the USA!

2012 We invented our camera-based QuickShot Instant Film Digitizer.
Instead of a slow moving, hard-to-use scanner, our patented design uses a high definition
camera to instantly digitize X-Ray film. Combined with its powerful QuickShot Capture
software, a new Film-Based Digital System was born. Offices now have a new digital
choice. Combined with ImageMax, Film-Based Digital is your best option.
2020 We invented AirShield. A better approach to aerosol control and oral lighting.
2020 With AirShield, we realized it was time to expand our company from just X-Ray
supplies and equipment, so in 2020 we have
changed our company name to ImageMax, Inc.

ImageMax Goal:

With our unique products and low prices,
our goal remains simple: Help you better serve
your patients, save you time, and reduce your
operating costs!

Thank you for choosing
ImageMax!
FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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Hours: Sales and Tech Support
Open: 7 am to 3 pm PST
Monday through Thursday
Closed: Fridays and weekends
Mailing Address: PO Box 1299
Airway Heights, WA 99001

Return Policy: Equipment and accessories have a 14 day return policy. The time period starts the day the product is
delivered. Film, chemistry, and other supplies also have a 14 day return policy, but only if ImageMax shipped an
incorrect product or the product is defective. To qualify for a refund, a product must be in new, resellable condition.
Exception for a first time purchase of any product: if a product does not perform according to expectations, it may be
returned for a refund. Non-stocked, special order items subject to a 30% restock fee. Before sending any product back,
call us to get a return authorization number. Shipping expense may not be refundable. Other restrictions may apply.
Credit: New customers up to $250. Established customers vary depending on order history.
Account balances: Past 30 days, account is subject to a 2% late fee per month (minimum $10).
Prices: May change without notice. ImageMax is not responsible nor bound by any misprinted price in this catalog.
Sales tax: Added to Washington state orders. ImageMax does not charge tax for states other than Washington.
Dealer and sales representative: Inquiries welcome! Please call for information. Ask for Jim.

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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AirShield

TM

Aerosol Filtration System

AirShield

TM

Aerosol Filtration System
Aerosol, splatter, and debris
PROTECTION done right!
AirShield will dramatically reduce aerosols,
including viruses and bacteria, from floating all
over your office, landing on instruments, tables,
floors, your patient, your staff, and you!

Have you done
all you can
to protect your
staff and patients?

AirShield’s unique design places a physical
barrier between you and your patient in the form
of view window. It positions 12” above the patient
and 8” below your eyes allowing plenty of
unobstructed room to work.

AirShield
Next, air is directed out to the end of the shield arm, then a
10” wide column of air is pushed back, under the curved
view window, where a 176 CFM suction captures air on the
other side of the window. Aerosols are pulled into the
vacuum. This design
allows for a large
11” x 12” x 12” work
area - much larger
than all other
“suction-only” devices
on the market.

Unique
Air-Flow
Design
Patent Pending

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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TM

AirShield

TM

Aerosol Filtration System

Why ‘Suction only’ devices fall short

Like glorified Shop-Vacs®, all other aerosol control devices on the market
employ a “suction only” design which only clears an area about 2-3 inches
from the suction head. It becomes worthless as the suction head moves farther
away. If your hands get in the way of the air flow, you’ll have to stop and
reposition the vacuum
head to have any chance
of pulling aerosols into
their device. In addition,
these suction head
devices are loud and
even scary for patients.

X

X

X

AirShield

TM

X

AirShield’s patent pending design clears
an area 11” x 12” x 12”. That’s an amazing
1584 cubic inches! The suction-only guys
only clear an area 3” x 3” x 3” - just 27
cubic inches. So by comparison, AirShield
quietly clears 58 times more airspace,
allows unobstructed 2 or 4 person
dentistry, and its view window completely
blocks splatter and debris.
(arm up)

Simple Operation

Suction
OFF

(arm down)

Lower the arm to turn AirShield filtration on.
Raise the arm to turn it off. In the arm up
position, AirShield is fast and easy to clean.

Suction
ON

Cordless

No power cords to trip on! The battery allows
the unit to run all day. Charge at night.
No other aerosol reducing device has this
exclusive feature.

Adjustable
Height
34”-39”

Extremely Quiet

The low RPM powerful suction motor is whisper
quiet, adding just 20 decibels to the room.

pedestal base
expands or
contracts

Compact and Effortless to Move

Easy to store in small operatories, just 16” x 14”. Its low center of gravity makes it
very stable. AirShield rolls easily on hard floors or carpets. Large handles on all
sides make it easy to position.

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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AirShield

TM

Aerosol Filtration System

Filtration and Sterilization

AirShield has a two stage, medical grade, HEPA air filtration system which captures debris,
particulates, mercury vapors, BPA particles, fungi, and prions. An optional Hydrogen peroxide plasma
technology module reduces viruses and bacteria, including COVID-19 by 99.9%.

System Monitoring

Battery charge status, air-flow,
and both air filters are continuously
monitored so you know that
AirShield is working perfectly.

An easy access filter door makes changing AirShield’s inexpensive filters a snap! Simply slide out a
used filter directly into a bag, then insert a new one. The filter usage indicators automatically reset.
INTERESTING

FACT:

Since the invention of the Borden Air Rotor in 1957, dental aerosols have
been a concern for the health of dental practitioners, staff and patients.

ADDED BONUS:

80 high-power LED’s surround the AirShield view window flooding your
patient’s mouth from all angles with bright light. Shadowing is practically eliminated. This bonus lighting
can replace your overhead light, or at least it limits the need to constantly reposition it.

LED
Lighted
View
Window

80 LED’s
See Better
Than Ever

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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AirShield

TM

Aerosol Filtration System

AirShield allows your staff to work
with confidence, and your patients will
feel safer in your chair!

Tired of this?

Ditch your
Face Shield…

See Video at
ImageMax.us

Get AirShield!
Here’s what staff and patients are saying:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Watch Video
“AirShield is a game changer”
“I feel safe under AirShield”
Please Scan
“Yay, no more face shield or hair covering”
this QR code
“AirShield is amazingly quiet and calming”
with your
“Easy to explain to a patient how AirShield works”
phone or tablet
“Able to turn operatory for next patient twice as fast”
“The 80 LED’s are AMAZING”
Specifications:
“I can’t imagine NOT using AirShield now”
• Arm in up position: 18” x 16” x 57”
“Every hygienist should be using AirShield”
• Arm in down position, arm height

Factory Direct

$299 down

60 day
100% Money Back
Guarantee!

•
•

then 12 monthly payments of •

$199

ZERO Interest
FREE Shipping

•
•
•

from floor adjustable from 34” to 39”
Cordless - 12 volts with rapid-charger
View window lighting: 80 super-bright
LED’s, 20 on each side
Filters: 10” x 10” x 1” & 10” x 10” x 2”
4 rubber-wheel casters allow
effortless movement in all directions
Weight: 84 lbs.
3 Year Warranty

* Continental 48 states

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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Intra-Oral Film ImageMax, Flow, MiniMax
Have a lower price? We can usually beat any advertised film price!
Which film speed to choose, D or F?

Film Discount: SAVE 10% when you buy 10 or more boxes
of film. Okay to mix and match. * See pricing below

Both will deliver true 20 LP/mm resolution. D-speed is still the
gold standard. It provides superior detail, smooth grays, and
has been proven patient radiation safe for over 50 years!
F-speed requires up to 60% less exposure. It essentially uses
the same radiation exposure as digital. Marketing for digital
systems however have misleadingly always made their
comparison to D-speed. They should be comparing to F-speed!

Additional Discounts:
- Order Film and Mounts, SAVE 5% on Mounts page 10-13
- Order Film and Chemistry, SAVE 5% on Chemistry page 16-17

XRS ImageMax Premium™ is our most popular film. Soft, thin packets are patient friendly. Your staff
will appreciate how easily our film packet opens. Images have excellent contrast while also producing
extremely fine detail. Use with all automatic processors (with or without rollers) or manual developing.
ImageMax Premium compares directly to Carestream ® Polysoft Ultra® and Polysoft Insight®.

Speed

Per
Per
Packet Box

Carestream
Equivalent

Item
#

Price
Each

10 Box
Price *

0

Single

100

DF-54 Ultra

0903

$34.99

$31.49

2

Single

150

DF-58 Ultra

0902

$42.99

$38.69

2

Double

130

DF-57 Ultra

0901

$56.99

$51.29

0

Single

100

IP-01 Insight

0906

$38.99

$35.09

2

Single

150

IP-21 Insight

0905

$46.99

$42.29

2

Double

130

IP-22 Insight

0904

$62.99

$56.69

Size

D

F

For over 70 years, MiniMax has
produced this popular ultra-thin
Paper Packet film. MiniMax is
suitable for all intra-oral
applications.

NEW
ITEM!

NEW
ITEMS!

Flow® high-quality dental film which has been a standard in
dental offices all over the USA since the 1980’s. Flow film
features a soft, thin, flexible vinyl packet your patients will love.
Speed Size

Per
Packet

Per
Box

XRS
Item #

Price
Each

10 Box
Price *

D

2

Single

150

0908

$53.99

$48.59

F

2

Single

150

0911

$59.99

$53.99

Per
Packet

Per
Box

2

Single

144

20705

0793

$37.99 $34.19

3

Single

24

20701

0797

$23.99 $21.59

Speed Size
D

MiniMax XRS
Prod # Item #

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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Price
Each

10 Box
Price *

Intra-Oral Film Accessories

Bite Wing Tabs

Bite Wing Loop

Cushies™

Small foam tubes create soft
edges on film for added patient
comfort. Pre-slit to easily slip
onto the long or short sides of
the film edge. Great for lower
anterior! 50 per Box
Item # 0802 Price: $14.99

Slips over film.
Child Size 0
Item # 0799

500 per box
Price: $12.99

Adult Size 2
Item # 0798

500 per box
Price: $12.99

Adult Size 2
Item # 0803

1500 per box
Price: $26.99

Self-Adhesive.
Fits any size film.
500 per Box
Item # 0800
Price: $13.99

Sticky Bite Blocks™

Comfortable, tasteless.
Adheres to film. Fits any
film. 500 per Box
Item # 0801
Price: $33.99

10x Loupe See why FILM is Still Better than digital with sensors
The human eye, without magnification, can see spacing
between lines at about 7-8 LP/mm. A 3x loupe will help you see
to about 10-12 LP/mm. (LP/mm = Line Pairs per Millimeter)
This 10x power loupe has the perfect amount of magnification
that will allow you to easily see Film’s 20+ LP/mm.

With this 10x loupe and a
properly processed film,
you’ll never again miss
important X-Ray detail!

Dental schools aren’t even teaching film magnification any more!

Film, plus this 10x loupe,
BLOWS AWAY $10,000+
digital sensors!

And contrary to digital radiography marketing, hard digital
sensors only capture between 10-13 LP/mm! Phosphorus Plate
(PHP) captures a dismal 4-5 LP/mm! No where near film’s 20+!

Item # 0020

TrollFoil

Price: $11.99

Mounted in its own frame, no forceps needed
Manufactured from the thinnest foil on the market – 8 microns
Inked on both sides. Frames measure 3" x ¾"

TrollFoil can be used under a wide variety of
clinical situations including wet or dry teeth,
limited opening, limited vestibular space,
gaggers, and metal and non-metallic
restorations.
You are able to verify occlusal contacts for
both arches from one tooth to an entire
quadrant.
The double-sided foil is only 8 microns thick,
and it has no problem marking wet surfaces,
dry surfaces or highly polished surfaces
such as cast gold or BruxZir.

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

NEW
ITEMS!

Color
Blue
Red

Qty/
Box

Item #

Price

100
500
100
500

0201
0202
0203
0204

$23.99
$96.99
$23.99
$96.99

ImageMax.us
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Film Mounts: Flow Dental
#1 - Cardboard

Mounts are made from three layers of cardboard that form a recessed
pocket with a lip to hold your film firmly in place. Larger styles are
scored for folding. Flow Dental mount name: “Klear-Vue”.

1h - Size 2 # 0093 $0.32
2h - Size 0 # 0082 $0.32
Size 2 # 1126 $0.32
Size 3 # 0094 $0.37

10bw - Size 2 # 0191 $0.99

4h - Size 0 # 1120 $0.48
Size 2 # 1118 $0.48

10-6v - Size 2 # 0193 $0.92

100
Mounts
Per Box

14-6v - Size 2 # 0194 $0.92
6h - Size 2 # 1122 $0.60
16-6v - Size 2 # 0197 $1.14
2 #3bw # 0196 $1.14
8h - Size 2 # 1124 $0.83

18-6v - Size 2 # 0071 $1.14

Film Mounts are Now Sold Individually!
#2 - Plastic Tab Opaque

(light will NOT pass through)
Mounts hold your film firmly in place using an embossed frame with four
die-cut tabs. Made from a thin, rigid vinyl plastic. Film is easy to insert.
Because they are thinner than other styles of mounts, they allow for
compact storage of patient records. Flow Dental mount name: “Graylight”.

100
Mounts
Per Box

2h - Size 2 # 0092 $0.27

4h - Size 2 # 1119 $0.42

4h-2r - Size 2 # 0302 $0.39

14-6v - Size 0 # 0310 $0.76
Size 2 # 0309 $0.76

18-6v - Size 2 # 0313 $0.95

6h - Size 2 # 0303 $0.46
20h - Size 2 # 1073 $1.19
8h - Size 2 # 0306 $0.60
20-12h - Size 2 # 0314 $0.95
10bw - Size 3 # 0308 $0.80

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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Film Mounts: Flow Dental
#3 - Plastic Tab Translucent

(light passes through)
Similar to the grey mounts above except these mounts are translucent.
Light passes through (like a milk container) allowing you to see the
entire film - edge to edge. Flow Dental mount name: “Grip Right”.

100
Mounts
Per Box

2H - Size 0 # 0412 $0.27
Size 3 # 0413 $0.32
4H - Size 0 # 0415 $0.39
Size 2 # 0414 $0.39
16-6V - Size 2 # 0428 $0.90

4H-2R - Size 2 # 0416 $0.39

6-2V - Size 2 # 0418 $0.54

18-6V - Size 2 # 0430 $0.92

8H - Size 2 # 0420 $0.54

SAVE 5% on Mounts when you order Film and Mounts
#4 - Plastic Window

100
Mounts
Per Box

Thin vinyl window pockets. Films slide in easily. Rounded corners
mean no more paper cuts when loading film! Crystal clear vinyl
pockets allow you to see the film without any loss of detail.
Flow Dental mount name: “Perfect Pocket”.
1H - Size 2 # 0226 $0.32
2H - Size 2 # 0091 $0.24
18-6V - Size 2 # 0061 $1.22

4H - Size 2 # 1117 $0.48

20H - Size 2 # 1037 $1.43

4H-2R - Size 2 # 0229 $0.56

6H - Size 2 # 0231 $0.71
8H - Size 2 # 0232 $0.88
10BW - Size 2 # 0233 $0.80
Size 3 # 0234 $0.87
14-6V - Size 2 # 0235 $0.92

Plastic Window - Tear Away Very thin vinyl window pockets.
Each tear is a 2H. Comes in sheets of 12 windows each.
Each Sheet: 11-1/2” x 4-1/8”
Full box is 80 sheets
Item # 0237

Price: $0.94

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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Film Mounts: Troll Dental
#5 - Deluxe Plastic Window

TrollMount X-Ray record system makes inserting, labeling,
viewing and storing X-Rays a pleasure. Each window has an
opaque frame eliminating glare from the viewing light. TrollMount can be written on with any pen or pencil.

Film Mounts are now sold individually!
Buying individually is a great way to get only what you need
or be able to try a mount before buying an entire box of 100.

Zr 2

Tr 1 B

Pedo Insert. Allows a size 0
film to fit into a size 2 mount

•

Item # 0841 Price: $0.34

•
•

2 vertical size #2 film
Outside Dim: 2-3/4” x 3-1/8”

Item # 0844

TR 2

•
•
•

•
•
•

Price: $0.99

•

7 size #2 film
Outside Dim: 2-3/4” x 9-1/2”

Item # 0849

Price: $0.99

Item # 0845

For bitewing or apical pics
6 size #2 vertical or horiz.
Outside Dim: 4-3/4” x 4-3/4”

Item # 0846

Tr 7-1

•

•

4 vertical size #2 film
Outside Dim: 2-3/4” x 6”

•

•

4 horizontal size #2 film
Outside Dim: 2-1/4” x 7-1/2”

Item # 0842

•
•

For long bitewings
6 size #3 film
Outside Dim: 5-1/4” x 4-3/4”
Price: $1.24

Price: $0.99

•
•
•

Complete status for pedo
2 size #2 film plus 6 size #0 film
Outside Dim: 4-3/8” x 5-1/2”

Item # 0852

Price: $1.02

Price: $0.73

Tr 6 B

•
•
•

For bitewing or apical pics
6 size #0 vertical or horiz.
Outside Dim: 4-3/4” x 4-3/4”

Item # 0847

Price: $0.80

Tr 8

Tr 8 C

4 size #2 plus 3 size #1
Outside Dim: 2-3/4” x 8-3/4”

Item # 0850

•

Item # 0848

Price: $0.80

Tr 7-2

•

Price: $0.73

Tr 2+2

•

Tr 6 BWL

Tr 6

For occlusal pictures
2 size #4 film
Outside Dim: 4-3/4” x 5-1/2”

Item # 0843

Price: $0.56

Zr 2+2

•

•
•
•

For bitewing or apical pics.
8 size #2 vertical or horiz.
Outside Dim: 4-3/4” x 5-3/8”

Item # 0851

Price: $1.02

* 30% restock fee on non-stocked, special order mounts

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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Film Mounts: Troll Dental
SAVE 5% on Mounts when you order Film and Mounts on the same order.

Tr 12 BW

•
•
•

3-year bitewing history
12 size #2 film
Outside Dim: 5-3/8” x 7-7/8”

Item # 0853

Price: $1.34

Tr 14

•
•
•

For bitewing or apical pics
14 size #2 film
Outside Dim: 5-3/8” x 7-7/8”

Item # 0854

Tr 16 L
•
•
•

FMX with 2 long bitewings
14 size #2 film plus 2 size #3 film
Outside Dim: 4-1/4” x 11-7/8”

Item # 0857

Price: $1.73

Price: $1.38

•
•

•
•
•

•

Item # 0855

Price: $1.38

•
•

•
•

Price: $1.77

Item # 0858

Tr 21 F
•

FMX with 4 vertical bitewings
12 size #2 film plus 8 size #1 film
Outside Dim: 4-3/8” x 13-1/8”

Item # 0860

Price: $1.38

FMX with 4 horizontal bitewings
18 size #2 film
Outside Dim: 4-3/4” x 11-1/2”

•

•
•

4-year bitewing history
16 size #2 film vert or horiz
Outside Dim: 5-3/8” x 7-7/8”

Item # 0856

Tr 20 V
•

Price: $2.02

Tr 16 BW

•

Tr 18

FMX with 4 horizontal bitewings
18 size #2 film
Outside Dim: 4-3/4” x 11-1/2”

Item # 0859

FMX with 4 horizontal bitewings
12 size #2 film plus 8 size #1 film
Outside Dim: 4-3/8” x 13-1/8”

Item # 0861

•

FMX with 2 horiz BW
16 size #2 film
Outside Dim: 5-3/8” x 7-7/8”

Tr 18 V

Tr 20 H
•

Tr 16

•

FMX with 4 horizontal bitewings
12 size #2 film plus 9 size #1 film
Outside Dim: 4-3/8” x 13-1/8”

•
•

Item # 0863

Price: $2.02

Price: $1.77

Price: $2.02

Paro 22

•

TR 20 BW

•
•
•

5-year bitewing history
20 size #2 film
Outside Dim: 8-1/2” x 7-1/4”

Item # 0862

•
•

FMX with 4 vertical bitewings
12 size #2 film plus 10 size #1 film
Outside Dim: 5-3/8” x 8-3/8”

Item # 0864

TR 27

•

Price: $2.02

•

* 30% restock fee on non-stocked, special order mounts

Price: $1.73

(888) 230-9500

FREE

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

•

For bitewing or apical pictures
27 size #2 film
Outside Dim: 7-5/8” x 11-5/8”

Item # 0865

Price: $2.52

ImageMax.us
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Extra-Oral Film Pan, Ceph, Copy
Have a lower price? We can usually beat any advertised film price!
Film Discount: Buy 10 or more boxes of film: SAVE 10% * Okay to mix and match boxes
Additional Discounts:
- Order Film and Chemistry on the same order, SAVE 5% on chemistry.

•

All boxes contain 100 sheets of film

•

ImageMax Premium is equal to Carestream®

•

Carestream T-Mat® is Green

•

Carestream X-Omat® is Blue

• Note: Fuji, green sensitive, 400 speed HR-T and HR-U

are virtually identical. We normally stock HR-U.
Item
Code

Pan Film
5” x 12”

Pan Film
15 X 30 cm

Ceph Film
8” x 10”

Duplicating
(copy) Film

Green
Blue
Green
Blue

Green
Blue

0018

$62.99

$56.99

Fuji®

0327

$45.99

$41.39

ImageMax Premium

0023

$63.99

$57.59

Fuji

0330

$46.99

$42.29

ImageMax Premium

0702

$72.99

$65.69

Fuji

0328

$58.99

$53.09

ImageMax Premium

0022

$72.99

$65.69

Fuji

0331

$58.99

$53.09

ImageMax Premium

0700

$62.99

$56.99

Fuji

0329

$49.99

$44.99

ImageMax Premium

0701

$77.99

$70.19

0332

$49.99

$44.99

0019

$99.99

$89.99

0063

$119.99

$107.99

0025

$122.99

$110.69

®

®

®

®

®

Fuji

ImageMax Premium

8 x 10”

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

10 Box
Price *

ImageMax Premium

5” x 12”
15 x 30 cm

Price
Each

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us

Screens and Cassettes
Intensifying Screens

5” x 12”

XRS screens are high quality and will
produce excellent images. Our screens
are 400 speed. They produce the best
image resolution. 800 speed screens
also available - please call for pricing.
Size

Color

Item #

5 x 12 inch

Green

1022

$89.99

5 x 12 inch

Blue

1019

$123.99

15 x 30 cm

Green

1023

$121.99

15 x 30 cm

Blue

1020

$140.99

8 x 10 inch

Green

1024

$78.99

8 x 10 inch

Blue

1025

$94.99

15cm x 30cm
8” x 10”

Price

Staticide® Anti-Static
Intensifying Screen Cleaner

This anti-static spray kills static on
contact. Important for all offices that
take pan or ceph film! Use regularly to
keep screens performing at their best!
Includes a micro-fiber cleaning cloth.
One ounce Bottle.
Item # 1016
Price: $9.99

Finding your screen color: Look on the inside of your old screen.
If you see Lanex®, that’s green. If you see X-Omatic®
or Hi-Plus®, that’s blue. If you can’t find the color, check your
current box of film. We can help too - call us!

Tip: We recommend an extra “control” screen to be used a few times every 3-4 months to compare to your
“daily-use” screen. If you see a difference in image quality, replace the daily screen with the control screen,
then get a new control screen.

Black Vinyl Cassettes
Designed
For

Style

Item
#

Price

Panoramic
Corp®

0454

$68.99

Gendex®

0455

$55.99

Front

Back

15 x 30 cm
Velcro
Closure &
Tongue
5” x 12”
Velcro
Closure

Note:
Our aluminum
cassettes fit most
x-ray machines.

NEW
ITEMS!

100% money back
guarantee if the
cassette doesn’t fit.

Aluminum Cassettes
Size

Item #

Price

5” x 12”

0163

$102.99

15 x 30 cm

0164

$136.99

8” x 10” with Window

0137

$118.99

8” x 10” without Window

0136

$109.99

Recommendation:
With your new aluminum cassette,
buy a new screen at the same
time and allow us to mount the
screen in your new cassette.
Mounting the screen must be
done precisely. And most likely,
it’s time for a new screen.

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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Chemistry: Developer & Fixer
For Processors WITH Rollers:

A/T2000®
 Dent-X®
 Phillips®
 Velopex®
 Manual Tanks


SAVE
$ Money $
with
Concentrate!

1 quart of concentrate
mixed with water
makes 1 gallon

Gallon
Ready-to-use

ImageMax Gallon Concentrate

ImageMax Gallon Ready-to-use
We mix it with water the day you order it. No other company
has ever done this! Fresh, ready to use. Color coded.
Item #
1 Developer
1 Fixer
2 Dev & 2 Fix ($13.25 / gal)

0032
0033
0031

Film
Price Add
Save 5%
$21.99
$16.99
$64.99

$20.89
$16.14
$61.74

Same as ImageMax Ready-to-use, just add your own water.
Concentrate saves you money! Why pay to ship water?
Each 1 quart bottle mixed with water makes 1 gallon.
Color coded. 1/4 the storage space of Ready-to-use.
Long shelf life.
Film
Makes
Item #
Price Add
Save 5%
1 Developer
1 Fixer
2 Dev & 2 Fix

1 Gallon
1 Gallon
4 Gallons

0056
0057
0467

$15.99
$11.99
$38.99

Gallon
Ready-to-use

ABX Gallon Ready-to-use from NuSource
Ready to use developer and fixer. Ready to add to your
processor. Color coded. Special formula eliminates
chemical odors and resists oxidation.
Item #

NEW
ITEM!

1 Developer
1 Fixer
2 Dev & 2 Fix ($13.25 / gal)

0494
0495
0493

Price

Add Film

$23.99
$18.99
$74.99

$22.79
$18.04
$71.24

Save 5%

SAVE 5% on Chemistry when you order Film and Chemistry on the same order.
FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us

$15.19
$11.39
$37.04

Chemistry: Developer & Fixer
For Processors WITHOUT Rollers:

ImageMax™
 PeriPro®


SAVE
$ Money $
with
Concentrate!

NEW
ITEM!

ImageMax Concentrate
Each 8 ounce bottle mixed with water makes 1 Quart.
12 month shelf life. 1/4 the storage of ready-to-use.
Easy to use! Color coded.
Item #
Price Add Film
Save 5%

1 Developer
1 Fixer
3 Dev & 3 Fix ($5.50 / qt)
8 Dev & 8 Fix ($4.25 / qt)

0492
0564
0260
0293

$8.99
$6.99
$35.99
$71.99

$8.54
$6.64
$34.19
$68.39

Quart
Ready-to-use

Peri-Dent from NuSource
Ready to use developer and fixer. Just add to your processor.
Color coded. Special formula eliminates chemical odors and
resists oxidation.
Item #
Price Add Film
Save 5%

1 Developer
1 Fixer
3 Dev & 3 Fix ($6.67 / qt)

T2 Spray Cleaner
Roller transport cleaner. Great
for PeriPro processors too.
Removes deposit buildup on
transports. Prevents transfer of
deposits onto film. Compares to
Air Technique’s Spray 2000®.
32 ounce bottle.
Item # 0161

$12.99
$9.99
$45.99

$12.34
$9.49
$43.69

Designed
for FAST
Chairside
Processing

16 oz
Ready-to-use

Price: $25.99

* Not recommended for
ImageMax film processors.
Instead, use ECO Cleaner
page 31.

0473
0474
0471

InstaMax Rapid 15 second Developer and Fixer
Fast manual chair-side processing. 16 ounce bottles.
Ready-to-use. Very stable - Long open shelf-life.
Excellent diagnostic quality.
Price

Add Film

$14.99
$35.99

$14.24
$34.19

ImageMax.us
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Item #

NEW
ITEM!

1 Dev & 1 Fix
3 Dev & 3 Fix ($11 / set)

0160
0159

Save 5%

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

Disposal: Chemistry & Lead Foil
Easy
Chemical
Disposal!

Approved

ImageMax has made disposing used film processing chemicals
simple and affordable. We have a special agreement with
UPS to ship used film processing chemicals back to ImageMax.
Simply pour or drain your used chemicals into our heavy-duty
2.5 gallon container. When full, tighten the easy-seal cap with
silicon gasket onto the jug, then call us for a pre-paid return label.
Apply it to the double-wall box and ship it back to us. When it
arrives, we send you documentation showing that it was received.
Item #
0029
0030

FixAway for used fixer
DevAway for used developer

* Price
$59.00
$59.00

2.5
gallon
capacity

* Price includes return shipping. Add $30 for Alaska and Hawaii

NOTE: Most counties across the USA only require that used fixer be
disposed of separately because of the silver that accumulates as a
result of processing film. Developer can usually go safely down the drain.
ImageMax recommends that you check with your local regulations.

Drain Cap

NEW
ITEM!

This cap fits onto your
FixAway or DevAway and
secures the ImageMax
drain line. Vent holes
allow air to escape as
the container is filled.
Item # 0213

Price: $7.99

5
gallon
capacity

Chemgon®

™

Easy disposal of BOTH Developer & Fixer.
Simply pour equal amounts of developer &
fixer into this container. A special sponge-like
material then encapsulates and binds silver
particles. When full just throw the container
away with your regular trash. Not available for
sale to California.
Item #
Price
Chemgon® 2.5 Gallon
Chemgon® 5 Gallon

0447
0448

FoilAway

Box is 5.5”
square

Easy disposal for the foil in intra-oral X-Ray film packets.
Toss the lead foil in the box. When full, seal the top and
return it to ImageMax for recycling. Return shipping is
included with the price.
FoilAway™

Item #
0103

* Price includes return shipping. Add $30 for Alaska and Hawaii

$87.99
$102.99

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

* Price
$49.00

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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Disposal: Sharps & Amalgam
Sharps Self-Disposal
NEW
ITEMS!
# 0143

# 0142

Everything you need to collect, treat and dispose of sharps
waste is included, no hidden fees, no contracts to sign. Simply
fill with sharps (needles, blades, endo files, empty carpules and
any other potential sharps), when full, the ‘catalyst’ packs are
added causing the liquid to heat and convert into solid plastic
polymer, safely encapsulating and rendering the sharps
destroyed and unusable; making them safe for the regular
trash. It’s that easy!

Self-Disposal:

Gallons Item #

Price

Wall Unit
Item #
Price

0.23

0140

$91.99

0156

$45.99

2400 3.0 Liter

5”w x 9.5”h x 5”d

0.8

0141

$68.99

0157

$45.99

4000 5.8 Liter

9”w x 9.5”h x 6.5”d

1.5

0142

$98.99

0158

$45.99

9”w x 14.5”h x 6.5”d

2.7

0143

$147.99

none

®

®

®

®

®

10000 10 Liter

Isolyser /SMS

# 0140

# 0158

3.5”w x 7.25”h x 3”d

®

Isolyser /SMS

# 0157

Dimensions

Isolyser®/SMS® 800 0.8 Liter (2 pack)
Isolyser /SMS

# 0141

# 0156

Self-Disposal not approved for sale in: CT, DE, FL, ME, MD, MN, NH, NJ, NY, OR, RI, VA

Sharps Mail-Back

NEW
ITEMS!

The SIMPLE way to collect and dispose of sharps in a convenient
mail-back package: FDA 510k cleared container, prepaid return postage,
treatment and disposal. There’s nothing more to buy, no contract to sign,
no separate invoice or hidden fees. Approved for sale in every state.
# 0172

# 0170

# 0171

Mail-Back: (Valid for ALL States)

Dimensions

Gallons Item #

Price

Wall Unit
Item #

Price

®

®

5”w x 9.5”h x 5”d

0.8

0170

$145.99

0157

$45.99

®

®

9”w x 9.5”h x 6.5”d

1.5

0171

$104.99

0158

$45.99

®

®

9”w x 14.5”h x 6.5”d

2.7

0172

$153.99

none

Isolyser /SMS m 2400 3.0 Liter (2 Pack)
Isolyser /SMS m 4000 5.8 Liter
Isolyser /SMS m 10000 10 Liter

®
NEW If you remove or place amalgam, you need Amalgon
makes it EASY to collect, ship and recycle mercury contaminated items:
ITEMS! Amalgon
collection canister, shipping package, pre-paid shipping. No hidden fees, no contracts to sign.
®

EPA studies show nearly 50% of mercury in public wastewater treatment systems comes from
dental offices. If you remove or place amalgam, you’re generating hazardous waste, like
vacuum traps, chair-side traps, filters, amalgam contaminated teeth and anything else
contaminated with amalgam. These items must be recycled. It’s NOT okay to rinse chair-side
traps in the sink or to dispose of them in your regular trash. AMALGON® follows ADA’s
established Best Management Practice for the management of amalgam-contaminated items.
Dimensions
Item #
Amalgon 1 Gallon
7”w x 10”h x 7”d
0138
Amalgon® 5 Gallon 8.5”w x 15”h x 10.5”d 0139
®

No sorting required! Contact and noncontact amalgam in the same container.

Price
$149.99
$379.99

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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3 Ways to “Go Digital”
You don’t have to spend tens of thousands of dollars to get the benefits of
digital. Hard sensor direct digital and phosphorus plate (PHP) digital are
expensive and come with a host of new problems. Film-Based Digital is Best!
NOT GOOD

BETTER

BEST!

Digital System

PHP (phosphorus) Digital

Hard Sensor Digital

Film-Based Digital

Patient Comfort

Thinner like film,
however bending
causes undiagnostic
lines through the image.

Thick and unbendable
Often causes pain
to your patients!
Wires break.

Thin and flexible

Sensor Barrier Bag

Bag required! Easy to make a sterile handling
mistake. Also easy to puncture, especially as it’s
moved around the mouth. Study published by
JADA shows that 50% break! Patients often gag!

Bag not needed
Film is one-time use
Patient Safe

Insurance
Recommended

Possibly...
Large investment

Yes, $100-200 / month

Not necessary

Image Resolution

4-5 LP/mm

5-13 LP/mm

20+ LP/mm

Post Exposure Processing

Yes

No

Yes

System Cost

$8,000 to $25,000

$8,000 to $100,000

$699 to $4,000

Ongoing costs

60 to 100 uses
Plates cost $35-50 each
Drums wear out

Sensors wear out, wires
break, accidents happen
$5000 - $14,000 each

ImageMax film is .26.
Chemistry per film .03.
Total just .29 each film.

See study on our website

Radiation Requirement
Digital Disruption
“Computer problem”

When compared to F speed film, all three are virtually the same.
The tendency with direct digital is to delete and retake which subjects
the patient to MORE radiation completely negating any radiation benefit!
Can’t function. Turn patients away and reschedule.
Lose money. Patient and staff frustration.

No disruption! View
film independent of
computer. Digitize later.

Be on guard for slick
This sensor is 12 times thicker
digital salespeople like
than film! It won’t bend! It won’t
this guy. Keep in mind,
Digital
fit in smaller mouths. It will
Film
Sensor
you’re only hearing
actually hurt some of your
one side of the story!
patients! You must use a bag,
They’ll tell you that
however barrier bags break
Thin &
50% of the time! Plus bags
film is obsolete...
Flexible
cause some patients to gag!
THEY’RE WRONG!
FILM IS BEST FOR
12 Times
Despite all the digital pressure, film is still
Thicker
YOUR PATIENTS!
used in about 1/4 of dental offices across the
Than Film
USA and film is still the BEST X-Ray capture
device! Digital has marginally improved over the years in the software’s ability to enhance “alter” a captured
image. However, small image details are often missed, or worse, those small details are exaggerated to a
larger size providing FALSE information! Challenge the next digital salesperson on the facts. Ask them for an
actual LP/mm test using a device like the Fluke Biomedical test gauge model #07-539. Have the test performed
right in front of you. See for yourself if their system can achieve what film can - 20 LP/mm! You will find that no
PHP or hard sensor digital system even comes close. FILM IS STILL THE X-RAY GOLD STANDARD!

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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Film-Based Digital - BEST option!
The key to a great Film-Based Digital system is having the right equipment.
Traditional flat-bed scanners and film processors will only cause film frustration.
You need the next generation for each of these pieces of equipment.
Here they are:

ImageMax Digital System!
Slow
Scanner

TM

Instant Film Digitizer

Old
Technology

Features:
Sold separately
• Instant image capture
QS-130
$699
• Designed for dental
Reg $899
• Document scan
QS-330 $798
• USB connection
Reg $999
• Works with your software
• 3 year warranty

Upgrade!
Page 22

Roller
Processor
Old
Technology

Upgrade!

Page 26

Features:
• Practically self-cleaning
• 80% less chemistry
80% less disposal
• No roller marks
No lost film
• Sealed holding tanks
• Processes all dental film
• 3 year warranty

Sold separately

$3495

Daylight Loader
Available
page 30

With an ImageMax Digital System, get the best of both worlds! Film’s patient comfort,
safety, affordability and accuracy! Digital’s presentation and electronic advantages.
You also gain reliability. When digital systems go down, those offices are out of business
with no backup. With Film-Based digital, you avoid “Digital Disruption”. Your office is still
able to function. That puts dollars in your pocket and keeps patients coming back!

Complete ImageMax Digital Systems
Save $200 when you order both!
FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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QuickShot™ Instant Film Digitizer

Get the Benefits of Digital
plus Keep the Comfort, Quality,
and Affordability of Film!
TM

Instant Film Digitizer

Convert X-Ray Film
into Digital, FAST!
QuickShot is the 1st half of
your Film-Based Digital System!
See page 26 for the 2nd half.

See Video at
ImageMax.us
“Easy to use, quick and reliable, very attentive support team! Software allows for
altering contrast on different regions of the film which has proved to be an extremely
helpful tool. Highly recommended!” Dr. Robin Thoman
“QuickShot has really helped us! We’re now able to email X-rays and show patient
X-rays full screen. Software is easy to use and simple! We love the unit!”
Dr. M Higgins, IL

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us

QuickShot™ Models & Features
QS-330 Features:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

QS-330 has a new,
even higher
resolution camera!

Digitizes ALL dental film
- Mounted or individual Intra-orals,
TMJs, Pans, Cephs
Imaging area: 8”x12”
Patented design using HD Camera
Instant capture and crop - Far superior
to a standard scanner (see page 25)
Magnifies your film to full screen for
patient presentation
Email images for fast insurance payment
and referrals
Save money - no need for duplicate films
QuickShot Capture software included
Simple-to-use, designed-for-dental
(see page 24) FREE updates
Enhances even hard-to-read film
Independent region image adjust feature
Measurement tool
NEW: Document Scan Upgrade - $99
Adds top lighting for
MS Windows 10 or 11
document scanning
USB 3.0 connection
Item # 0952
Limited 3 Year Warranty

Digitizes ALL Dental Film

13”

Item # 0951

QS-130 Features:
•
•
•

QS-330

Same basic features as the QS-330 except a
smaller desktop footprint - For intra-orals only
Imaging area: 5” x 3.5”
A rear slot allows a mounted FMX to be pushed
through so you can easily digitize any film
without having to remove the film from the mount

Regular Price
$999

COMPACT SIZE!
QS-130

Digitizes Only Intra-oral Film

Regular
Price
$899

Item #
0953

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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QuickShot™ Software

QuickShot™ Capture

Software specifically designed for dental!
3 Easy Steps:

See Video at
ImageMax.us

CROP

1. Crop

Place a box around what you want to crop.
Select an entire FMX, a group of films,
or just one film.
Click Crop
ADJUST

2. Adjust Image

Using a single control, quickly and easily adjust
brightness and contrast.

3. View - Save - Email

VIEW, SAVE, EMAIL

View full screen for informative patient presentation.
Save to your practice management software.
Email to insurance for faster payment.
Add the patient name and other information to the
image. There’s also a measurement tool.

QuickShot images are compatible with
all practice management software
that allow import of
PDF, JPG, PNG, or TIFF images

FREE
Factory Direct
Tech Support!

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us

QuickShot™ Instant Film Digitizer
See Video at
ImageMax.us

TM

Instant Film Digitizer

IS NOT

a conventional scanner!
Scanners are slow and hard to use. A high-res scan from a
standard flat-bed backlit scanner can take several minutes
to complete. Then you either have to work through complicated
software to optimize the image or scan it again until you can get an acceptable image.

FAST

QuickShot is just that, Quick!! Because it uses a High Definition Camera, QuickShot digitizes
images instantly! Live view! No waiting! No rescanning! What you see is what you get!

ACCURATE IMAGE ADJUSTMENT

Scanners and direct digital X-Ray systems capture an image, then you can make adjustments
to the image. However, if the image is captured poorly, you’re very limited on how much
adjustment you can make. You’ll either have to accept the poor image, rescan the film, or worst
of all, retake an X-Ray exposing your patient to more radiation.

REGION ADJUST - What standard scanners and cameras CANNOT do!

Often there will be a few images in a set of films where some are light and some are dark.
Scanners and cameras force you to adjust the entire image as one image. Some film turn white,
while other film turn dark. Those images have poor detail if they’re even readable at all.
QuickShot software has a unique ability we call REGION ADJUST to easily define and “live
adjust” areas independent from the rest of the image. ALL your films will be optimized!

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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ImageMax™ Film Processor
The 2nd half of your
Film-Based Digital System!
See page 22 for the 1st half

Loading Film:
The same motion that inserts film into
a roller processor loads the ImageMax.
But instead of rollers putting marks and
artifacts on your film, your film is safely
secured by our
easy-to-load film
holders. Film easily
glides in and locks
in place.
No more lost film!

Filling Tanks:
Easy to fill from the front,
1 quart, sealed holding tanks.
One each for developer and
fixer, and two for water.
Sealed tanks greatly reduce
oxidation and prevent odors
from escaping!

Features:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

See Video at
ImageMax.us

Practically self-cleaning. Push a button to drain.
Rinse and refill. That’s it. No scrubbing rollers or tracks.
80% less chemistry and 80% less waste
compared to a roller processor.
No roller marks. No artifacts. No lost film.
Sealed 1 quart holding tanks extend chemistry life by
greatly reducing oxidation. Sealed tanks also prevent
odors from escaping. No more “smelly” processor.
Precisely follows Kodak time/temp chart.
Automatic timing adjustment as chemistry is used.
No wasteful replenishment.
Display informs you when to change chemistry & water.
Processes pan, ceph, & all sizes of intra-oral film (0-4).
Easy 5 minute do-it-yourself setup.
Daylight Loader Available. See page 30.
Limited 3 Year Warranty.

21”

Pan and ceph films load and
unload instantly. No slow feed
in and out.
Easy, do-it-yourself, 5 minute setup.
Connect the AC Power cord. Push on
the drain lines. Fill the tanks. Done!

FREE
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(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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ImageMax™ Film Processor

How ImageMax™ Works:

“ImageMax™ moves the chemistry, not the film!”
No Rollers
No Tracks
No Belts

STEP 1

Place up to 24 intra-orals, a pan or a ceph
in the processing tank and press START.

STEP 2

Each solution rises, holds, then returns to its
holding tank. Completing the cycle, the film is
dried automatically.

ImageMax™

is a
NEXT GENERATION
film processor.
It solves cleaning
problems, dramatically
reduces chemistry
usage, and produces
consistently superior
film quality with no
marks and no lost film!

STEP 3

Remove your fully processed and
dried “dip tank” quality film.

See Video at
ImageMax.us

ImageMax is the best processor choice
for offices that process film infrequently.
ImageMax is the only processor with
sealed holding tanks, which greatly
extend chemistry life!

Item # 0001
Ready to process right out of the box!
Includes:
• 2 sets of ImageMax Concentrate chemistry
• 4 film holders - 3 size 2, 1 size 0 Other film holder
sizes available
• Power cord
• 3 drain lines
• Staging jar
• 2 maintenance tools
• WaterFlo Plus
• Set of ImageMax ECO Cleaner

FREE

Factory Direct
Tech Support!
If we can’t solve
the problem over the
phone, we have loaners.

Daylight Loader available

Refurbished units
NEW
available starting at just
ITEM! $1299. Call for details.

page 30

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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ImageMax™ Frequently Asked Questions
How long has the ImageMax been on the market?
Design started in 1996. We sold our first 100 processors to doctors in the Pacific NW in 1998. Thousands of ImageMax film
processors have now been sold to doctors in all 50 states, Canada, Mexico, UK, Germany, and Brazil.
How does the ImageMax work?
Unlike traditional automatic film processors that move film through open tanks using rollers, belts, or tracks, ImageMax leaves
the film stationary and instead moves the solutions. The film never moves! Insert film into the tank. Then using air pressure and
vacuum, with a quiet built-in air pump, the solutions flow to the film. No moving parts touch the chemistry other than a simple
pinch valve! At the end of the cycle, hot air dries the film. Kodak time/temp tables are strictly followed. Film is developed, fixed,
washed twice, and dried, having never moved. No roller marks or artifacts! Just crystal clear dip-tank quality film!
Why doesn’t the chemistry become contaminated?
If a small amount of developer gets into the fixer, no problem. But if just a few drops of fixer gets to the developer, BIG problem!
The key to ImageMax, like all automatic processors and manual tanks, is the sequence: developer, then fixer, then water.
ImageMax moves developer into the film processing tank then back to the holding tank. Then fixer back and forth. Finally it
washes the processing tank twice before the film processing tank sees developer again. Therefore, there’s no contamination!
Is ImageMax difficult to setup?
No, it’s very simple! You won’t need any help to install this processor. Simply take it out of the box and put it on your counter.
Plug in the power cord. Push on the drain lines. Fill it up with chemistry and water. Set up time is less than 5 minutes!
Does ImageMax need a water line plumbed to the processor?
No. ImageMax is completely self-contained. Water is quickly and easily poured in from the front.
How do I clean ImageMax?
Push the Drain button. Go do something else for 3-4 minutes as each holding tank drains. Pour warm water into the Developer
holding tank. Gently stir for a few seconds. Drain again. Refill with fresh chemistry. That’s it! No rollers or tracks to scrub!
How often would I change the chemistry?
ImageMax keeps track of how much film has been processed and reports the relative strength of the chemistry. If you’re an
office of one doctor, one hygienist, three to five chairs, working four days per week, we would expect that you would change the
chemistry every 2 weeks. Keep in mind, that’s just one quart of developer and one quart of fixer every 2 weeks, or ½ gallon of
each solution per month. Compare that to a typical roller-based processor using at least three gallons of both developer and
fixer per month. BIG savings! See the next page...
How can ImageMax use 80% less chemistry than a roller processor?
Other film processors have open tanks that allow solutions to oxidize. ImageMax has sealed tanks which greatly reduce
oxidation. As a result, chemistry lasts much longer. In addition, ImageMax does not replenish - a wasteful technique that adds
more chemistry to the tanks attempting to maintain film quality. Instead, ImageMax fully utilizes its one quart of chemistry by
using a time shift method. As the chemistry ages, ImageMax automatically adds a few seconds of processing time to
compensate for weakening chemistry. As a result, substantially less chemistry is used and film quality remains consistent.
Does ImageMax require special chemistry?
No. Any high-quality roller-less chemistry should work. However, 95% of our customers use XRS chemistry because it’s
designed specifically for roller-less processing, it’s economical, it saves space, and it’s very high quality! (see page 20)
Why are the films so much better?
ImageMax has essentially gone back to a dip-tank method of processing x-ray film - but fully automatic! There are no rollers to
put marks on the films and precise computer control of how film is developed. It’s truly a next generation film processor!
How long does ImageMax take to process a film?
About the same as other processors, but if you need the film quickly you can take the films while drying. Intra-oral films are in a
holder, so just “tap” the holder in your hand to remove any water droplets. Film will then dry in just a few seconds. Cycle time
without the dryer portion is then approximately 3-1/2 minutes.
What if I have problems? How do I get service?
We include FREE phone tech support! Because we’re the factory, we can usually solve the problem with you right over the
phone. However, if we can’t, then we have loaners available. This avoids costly on-site repairs! UPS brings the loaner to you.
Then use the same box to send back your unit for repair. Quick and simple!
Where can I see an ImageMax in action?
In your own office! Try it risk free for 14 days! If ImageMax doesn’t suit your needs or
meet your expectations, we’ll refund your money! We’ll even pay to ship it back! No risk!

See Video at
ImageMax.us

FREE
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ImageMax™ Pays for Itself
to
SAVE $1700 per year! Compared
an A/T2000
®

Monthly
Comparison

ImageMax™

A/T2000®

MONTHLY
SAVINGS*

Chemistry
at $10/gallon

6 gallons

$60

1 gallon

$10

$50

Cleaning

About an hour

$20

Virtually
self-cleaning

$0

$20

Repairs

Transports $500+ each,
circuit board $1200+,
labor, etc...

$25

Lifetime Warranty

$0

$25

Used Fixer
Disposal

3 gallons

$59

1/2 gallon

$10

$49

Monthly Cost

$164

$20

$144

Don’t wait for
your A/T2000®
to break down.
Upgrade to an
ImageMax today!
Annual Savings

$1728

* Quantities and costs are estimates. Please call us for an explanation.

ImageMax™ Testimonials
“The self-cleaning features are so time saving! ImageMax is awesome! The technology is far better and much more
advanced than our old processor.” M. Rich, DDS – OR
“Been in practice 23 years. Fought with roller machines 21-½ years. This machine is a dream come true.
Recommend every office throw away their rollers and purchase an ImageMax!” M. Cornett, DDS - OH
“ImageMax has allowed our office to consistently produce excellent radiographs without artifacts. Images are crisp
and clear and allow me to diagnose without hesitation.” D. Reck, DDS - CO
“ImageMax images are much better than our previous automatic processor. Our old processor would leave roller
marks in areas of the film that would be critical for an accurate diagnosis. S. Cerrone, DDS - MI
“We no longer lose films and they never smudge or streak. I like the machine so much that I bought a second
machine for my busy practice. The technical support has been superb.” M. Elmore, DDS - WA
“I had never purchased an automatic processor because I had thought the design and maintenance was not
anything I wanted to deal with. When I saw ImageMax I bought it immediately! Great decision!” V. Barber, DDS - PA
“Great looking films – very sharp! No scratches or spots – I’m thrilled! Very impressed with the “brains” of this
machine - totally automated and self-maintaining. What a great idea! I’ll recommend to anyone!” D. Klein, DDS - MI
“Quality of film rivals that of a dip tank. Maintenance time is decreased. My assistant is very happy! She no longer
has to spend time cleaning, watching for solution changes, and cleaning up messes.” G. Fjeran, DDS - WA
“I have been using automatic film processors for about twenty-five years. ImageMax produces the most
consistent, cleanest and clearest film I have seen.” G. Ghosn, DDS - WA
“The ImageMax is less messy and more efficient than our old processing. We do not have any lost films as
opposed to the past where they would drop off the racks. Since the ImageMax is basically self-cleaning, it is very
cost effective. The company has stood behind their product. We are pleased with the performance and the support
of the product.” J Palusak, DDS - OH
“We are pleased with the clear, flawless images we receive with the ImageMax developing system. We feel we are
able to detect areas of disease that may otherwise be overlooked. We love the fact that there are no rollers to clean
or repair. This saves us time and money. Cleaning the ImageMax is so easy and fast we don’t have to schedule
time out for this task. We are impressed with the technology of the unit. Having chemistry, temperature and time
automatically adjusted takes the guess work out of developing x-rays.” P. Blackburn RDH - OH
“We love not having to clean rollers. We have never lost a film. We love the “zero” maintenance, self-cleaning
feature.” D. Smith, DDS - CA

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more

ImageMax.us
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ImageMax™ Processor Accessories
19”

ImageMax™ Daylight Loader

16”

Eliminate the need for a darkroom. Plenty of
room to work! Remove the red view lens to
insert film. 2 cups included to collect spent film
lead foil and vinyl packets. A removable center
pouch for a box of pan and/or ceph film and a
cassette. Loader is lightweight. Simple, one
minute installation onto the ImageMax. Place
onto the ImageMax. Tighten the straps.
23”

Loader adds 4” to the height of the ImageMax.
Total height installed onto ImageMax is 23”.
Item # 0003

Price: $499

NEW
ITEM!

ImageMax Cart

This perfectly sized cart will support your ImageMax processor.
Add a Daylight Loader and you have a portable processor that
can easily fit wherever you need it. Put drain containers below.
Rubber wheels are lockable. Dim: 28" W x 18" D x 31-5/8" H
Weight: 28 lbs.
Item # 0375 Price: $199

Rubber wheels
are lockable

NEW
ITEM!
Drain Container

Designed specifically for your ImageMax processor.
2.5 gallon jug and cap with push-on fitting secures the drain line.
Use it for draining developer, fixer, or water.

NEW
ITEM!

Jug with Cap
Cap only

Item #
0212
0213

Price
$24.99
$7.99

FREE
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ImageMax™ Processor Accessories
Film Holder Tray

Film Holders

Neatly organizes
8 ImageMax Film
Holders for quick
and easy access.
Place next to
your ImageMax.

* Film holders not included

Film Size
# of Film Item #
0
8
0006
1
8
0007
2
8
0008
3
4
0009
4
2
0036
0 & 2 Combo
8
0541

Item # 0569

Price
$16.99
$16.99
$16.99
$16.99
$16.99
$16.99

Price: $19.99

Extra film holders make using the ImageMax
even easier. Have a set for each operatory.
Mark them “Op-1”, “Op-2”, or for each hygienist.

Film Holder Staging Box

When the ImageMax is busy
processing, this box allows you
to prepare and store 3 film
holders - ready to be processed
in the next processing cycle.
When holders
are detected,
a red flashing
LED is displayed.

ImageMax ECO Cleaner
Thoroughly cleans
the ImageMax
developer holding
tank. Simple to use.
Pour it in. Add water.
Wait a few minutes.
Drain and rinse.
New formula is
environmentally friendly.

Improves office efficiency!
* Film holders not included

Use every 3-6 months
to keep your processor
and films looking great!

BEST
VALUE!

1 Set
4 Sets

Item #
0758
0759

Item # 0037

Price: $44.99

Price
$13.99
$47.99

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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ImageMax™ Processor Accessories

WaterFlo™ PLUS

Helps to release water droplets from
your film for crystal clear images
and improved film drying. Our new
“PLUS” formula, also reduces algae
growth. Add 3-6 drops to ImageMax
water tanks each time you change
the water. This one ounce bottle
should typically last 6-12 months.
Item # 1177

Staging Jar

Use this light-tight 4 ounce
holding jar when processing an
FMX / Double-film pack batch. Put one
film in the ImageMax and the other film
in this jar. Close the jar lid, then develop the duplicate film set in the jar when
the ImageMax is not busy.

Price: $8.99

Item # 0038

Price: $3.99

ImageMax Holding Tank
Cleaning Tool
This cleaning
tool is specifically
designed for your ImageMax
film processor holding tanks.
Other brushes or pads can leave debris
in the holding tanks which can cause the
ImageMax to clog and fail. We highly
recommend the use of this tool
because the pads won't fall apart in the
holding tank and its special shape
allows you to reach the entire
holding tank.
Item # 0461

Price: $8.99

ImageMax Film Tank
Intra-oral Film Retrieval Tool
In the rare situation where a
film accidentally drops into
the ImageMax film tank,
this tool allows you to
easily reach down
into the tank
Item # 0294
and lift it out.
4 uses per
Price: $4.99
tool.

FREE
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SlimView™ LED X-Ray View Panel

SlimView™

Modernize your office look with our new edge-lit LED super-thin X-Ray view panel.
Film Clips

Touch
power on/off
Push-n-hold
adjustable
brightness

Magnetic
Holders

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Bright, flicker-free viewing.
X-rays images look amazing.
Cool running, long life LED’s provide even lighting
throughout the entire view panel.
Adjustable brightness control allows you to better
diagnose light or dark film.
Use SlimView on your desktop or hang it on a wall.
Desktop stand also available - Adjustable view angle.
Film can be supported by top clips or magnet holders
AC power adaptor.
Dimension: 14-1/8” x 9-3/8” x 1/4” thick
SlimView
Stand

Item #
0677
0678

Price
$109.99
$38.99

Adjustable
Stand

FREE

(888) 230-9500

SHIPPING!
orders $125 or more
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SafeStik™ LED Safelights
Easy to find
On/Off Switch

SafeStik™

Place SafeStik™ right next to your processor to easily see what
you’re doing. Makes working with film in the darkroom much easier!

18”

Place on
your counter
or
hang on a wall

Our unique safelight eliminates the 4 foot Kodak® GBX2® safelight
distance. Open an intra-oral film right next to SafeStik™.
5 LED's spaced over 18" practically eliminate shadowing.
Completely portable! Lose a film on the floor? Use SafeStik™
like a flashlight and easily retrieve the lost film.
Easy to find on/off switch on top. Table top or mount on
your wall with the built in key-hole slot.

Mini

SafeStik™

Battery version operates on 2 long lasting, AA alkaline
batteries. If SafeStik™ is turned off between use,
batteries will typically last for 6-12 months.

SafeStik - Battery - Portable
SafeStik - AC Power
- No Batteries
Mini SafeStik

Item #
0188

Price
$98.99

0189

$116.99

0820

$7.99

This small 2-1/2” long hand-held
safelight uses the same red lens
as our full-size SafeStik™.
Great for finding a dropped film on
the floor or avoiding direct light on
a pan or ceph film.

Support Literature
Put your patients at
ease about X-Ray
radiation exposure
with this laminated
14” x 17” wall poster.
It shows the small,
safe amount of
radiation used in
modern dentistry
and a relative
comparison to
other common
life experiences.
Item # 1125
Price: $14.99

FREE
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FAX ORDER FORM

Copy this page  Fill it out  Fax to (509) 342-7404

Office Name:

FREE SHIPPING!
$12 flat fee for orders less than $125
Other restrictions may apply

Office Phone Number:

Acct Number:

Ordered By:

See ImageMax.us for current prices or call (888) 230-9500

ITEM #

ITEM DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

PRICE
EACH

LINE
TOTAL

TOTAL FILM
AMOUNT

DISCOUNT
PERCENT

DISCOUNT
AMOUNT

FILM DISCOUNT: If the total number of film boxes (mix and match) is 10 or more, SAVE 10%.
CHEMISTRY DISCOUNT: Order Chemistry and Film, SAVE 5% on your chemistry!

Orders are shipped FedEx ground or USPS.

Need faster shipping? Select: [

] 1-day [

] 2-day

$
[

] 3-day

(extra charge applies - we will contact you with the amount)

% -$

ORDER TOTAL

Local sales tax added to Washington State orders. Orders usually shipped same day if received before 1 pm PST.

FREE shipping on orders $95 or more. Orders less than $95 charged a $12 flat fee. Continental USA only.
Other restrictions may apply. Prices subject to change without notice.

PAYMENT:
[ ] Charge the same credit card used on my last order ending __ __ __ __ Expiration Date __ / __
[

] Send me an invoice. I'll pay by check.

New Customers: Your credit is good with us! We can ship without pre-payment.
First order credit up to $250

SPECIAL
INSTRUCTIONS:

EMAIL ADDRESS:
For shipping status of your order.

ImageMax may also occasionally send you x-ray tech tips and product specials, however your email address will NEVER be sold or given to any other company!

FAX THIS ORDER TO: (509) 342-7404

PO Box 1299
Airway Heights, WA 99001

Did you know…

Over 25% of dental
offices all over the
USA still use film!
* Based on an ongoing ImageMax
survey of over 100,000 dental offices

Modernize
your office!
pages 22-25

QuickShot™creates

the same or better
digital image as
direct digital systems
that cost
thousands more!

ImageMax™

Model QS-330 Instantly
digitizes Intra-oral, Pano,
Ceph, and TMJ film.

+ QuickShot™ is your FILM to DIGITAL Solution!

Cleaning your film processor
doesn’t have to be the
worst job in the office!
• Virtually self-cleaning
ImageMax
• 80% LESS Chemistry
Solves Processing • No Lost Film or Roller Marks
• Hand-dipped Quality Images
Problems by
Holding Tanks
Moving the Chemistry, •• Sealed
Processes Pans, Cephs,
Not the Film!
and All Intra-Oral sizes 0-4
pages 26-32

• 25 Years of Proven
• 3 Year Warranty

Daylight
Loader
Available

See page 30

Performance
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